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The name tells it all

at Sequoyah Dental Arts

T

he patients of Dr. Pablo Foncea
will attest to the fact that the
improvements he makes to their
smiles amount to true works of art.
Dr. Foncea is quick to add that is the
very goal of his practice. “What we provide
is artistic dentistry with a personal touch.
We listen to our patients and answer
all of their questions. We make them
comfortable with their surroundings, their
treatment and their fi nished look.”
And those images on the walls of the
reception area at Sequoyah Dental Arts?
The walls that look like “miles of smiles?”
Those are real people. They are all patients
of Dr. Foncea who have had their looks
transformed by beautiful smiles.
Some have had complete rehabilitation
with crowns, veneers and implants, others

have had veneers and some whitening, still
others have new custom dentures. Looking
at the photographs, the dentures are so
real looking and so artistically created that
it is impossible to determine which of the
patients are wearing dentures and which
have all of their natural teeth.
“Creating beautiful smiles in the most
artistic way possible and maintaining
those smiles in a healthy and attractive
manner for a lifetime is our goal,” Dr.
Foncea says.
To schedule your appointment with Dr.
Foncea at Sequoyah Dental Arts, call 3127695 or go to the website: www.sdasmile.
com. Offices are located at 2719 Kingston
Pike, just west of Concord Street.
New patients will receive $100 off the
cost of a comprehensive exam.
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Dr. Pablo Foncea with some of
the patients whose smiles he has
transformed. Photo by Anne Hart

